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The attendance (near 250) at the MODIS Science Team meeting was quite substantive and the results presented in oral and poster presentations were very indicative of good progress continuing to be made. A summary of the meeting will be prepared for the Earth Observer and perhaps for other publication opportunities. The participation by so many of the Science Team and others is much appreciated. Presentations made at the meeting and made available so far for posting are show at:  
http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/sci_team/meetings/200610/.

The MODIS Science Team Leader (VVS) is accumulating inputs and suggestions from the MODIS Science Team, and others, for updates to the Terra Mission Extension Proposal previously submitted and for other input to the Aqua Mission Extension Proposal. There have been quite a few inputs received before the MODIS Science Team meeting and during the meeting. They are quite helpful. If any other ideas come up, please send them to  
Vincent.V.Salomonson@nasa.gov.

In a broad, overall sense, everything regarding the MODIS sensors, the data processing, and publication progress are very similar to last reports. The following sections of this report provide some details in each case.

MODIS Sensors

Up to the middle of November the Terra and Aqua MODIS sensors in are operating nominally.

As reported in August, the Aqua spacecraft has been going through a series of Inclination-Adjust Maneuvers (IAM) to maintain the 1:30 P.M. – 1:45 P.M. equator-crossing time specification. Various considerations have resulted in the rest of the IAM’s being delayed until the Spring of 2007. A tentative schedule for the IAM’s in the spring is shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Tue</th>
<th>Wed</th>
<th>Thu</th>
<th>Fri</th>
<th>Sat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 March</td>
<td>CD-14</td>
<td>12 CD-15</td>
<td>13 CD-16</td>
<td>14 Aqua IAM #12 CD-1</td>
<td>15 CD-2</td>
<td>16 CD-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 CD-5</td>
<td>19 CD-6</td>
<td>20 Aqua DMUM (?) CD-7</td>
<td>21 Aura IAM #9 CD-8 EQUINOX</td>
<td>22 CD-9</td>
<td>23 CD-10</td>
<td>24 CD-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 CD-12</td>
<td>26 CD-13</td>
<td>27 CD-14</td>
<td>28 Aqua IAM #13</td>
<td>29 CD-16</td>
<td>30 CD-1</td>
<td>31 CD-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The issues surrounding the Terra Solid State Recorder (SSR) and the loss of Printed Wire Assemblies (PWA’s) are to be presented to NASA HQ toward the end of the year paced by availability of time and personnel at HQ and Goddard. It is hoped that HQ will approve the recycling of the PWA’s so that it can be done and not have to experience data loss unduly.

MODAPS Data Processing

The latest detailed information on all MODAPS efforts is at: http://modaps.nascom.nasa.gov:8100/production/. Summaries follow below.

MODIS Atmospheres Processing on MODAPS
In the case of Atmospheres Data Processing in mid-November, the Atmospheres leading edge for Aqua forward processing was at dataday 315 (Nov 11, 2006) and generally running 1-2 days behind real time. The Atmospheres leading edge for Terra processing was at dataday 316 (Nov 12, 2006) and runs about 1 day behind real time.

For Atmospheres Collection 5 Reprocessing, the leading edge in mid-November was Terra Atmospheres at dataday 77 (Mar 18, 2002). The average processing rate for the week ending 11/14 was 14x. The expected completion date for the Terra reprocessing is January 28, 2007. Aqua reprocessing has already been completed.

Land Data Processing on MODAPS
Reprocessing of MODIS land data began in July, but some difficulties were encountered so it was decided that reprocessing would be restarted and begin at Terra first light as soon as further testing is completed. The Terra reprocessing will proceed to the date of Aqua first light. Thereafter, the combined Terra/Aqua interval will be reprocessed and Collection 5 reprocessing for Land is estimated for completion around mid-March 2008.

Land Collection 5 forward processing for Terra and Aqua is expected to start on dataday 001 (January 1), 2007. In the meantime Collection 4 algorithms are being used.

The leading edge for Land Collection 5 reprocessing in mid-November was at dataday 308, (Nov 3, 2000). The average processing rate for the week ending 11/14 was 2.7x. The Terra-only interval will be completed by mid-May, 2007.

Ocean Data Processing
All oceans processing is pretty much all accomplished at the OCDPS. Specifics of status should be gained by going to: http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/. The following figures show the growth in ocean color from Aqua MODIS (as well as SeaWiFS) and SST from Aqua and Terra MODIS (courtesy of G. Feldman—see presentation made at Science Team meeting on November 2).

Science/Applications-related Publications involving MODIS
The Web of Science shows at mid-November an overall total of 1304 publications involving MODIS versus 1208 near the end of August—a growth of 96 in the last two-plus months. The total for 2006 is 331 to date versus 235 in April. In the MODIS-related papers listed below there are 3 shown at the beginning that have been identified, but not yet in the “Web of Science” listings. In the Web-of Science listings there are 56 Land-related papers, 34 Atmospheres-related papers, 2 Oceans-related papers, and 4 instrument performance-related papers. Overall, as continues to be the case, there are some very interesting results in all categories being reported.
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